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Abstract

The academic finance profession has the potential to be

uniquely purposeful due to four characteristics – the free-

dom to take risks and work on what we’re passionate about,

the loyalty to our profession rather than just our institution,

the collaborative nature of the creation and dissemination of

knowledge, and themagnitude of our potential impact. How-

ever, what the profession currently values, and its current

social norms, are significant barriers to the fulfilment of this

potential. This article highlights the special features of our

profession that we often take for granted and ignore, and

proposes ideas to make it not only more impactful and rel-

evant but alsomore collegial and fun.
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1 INTRODUCTION

I’m grateful to you for even starting to read an article with such a title. Titles like this jar with many readers, and for

good reason. The author typically writes as if he’s made it – found the elusive meaning of life that no-one else has, and

knows the one best way to pursue a vocation that he’ll now dictate to the uneducatedmasses.

That’s not my reason for writing. So why this topic? I was honored to be invited to give the keynote address at the

2021 FinancialManagement Association AnnualMeeting. A keynote is a great opportunity to publicize your research,
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2 EDMANS

but I realized that many audience members might just not be interested in my research – they may work in other

areas. And, as I looked at the highly intimidating list of past keynote speakers, I realized my research is, quite frankly,

not as good as my predecessors’. Some have won Nobel Prizes; most have been Presidents of the American Finance

Association (‘AFA’).

And that’s perhapsmyonly advantage.Giving a talk about purpose preacheswell from the pulpitwhen you’vemade

it to the very top and can afford to invest in citizenship, but seems unrealistic when you’re still climbing the ladder. It’s

easy to wax lyrical about taking risks with your research if you’ve never had a paper rejected in your career, as is the

case for at least one past speaker. I’ve been in this profession for fewer than 15 years and been a full professor for

under 10. So, many things I said in that keynote were issues I often struggle with myself, wrestling with the purpose of

this profession when I’ve had another paper rejected or am dealing with an apparent injustice (where the other party

is always wrong, of course). I was saying them tomyself as much as to the audience.

I’m very grateful to Financial Management for invitingme to write up that talk. Doing so has allowedme to go above

and beyond that speech, by incorporating the comments from many colleagues in the profession who saw the talk or

read an early draft of this article. I thank all of them for their input – but none of them should be blamed for the output.

There are many generic talks on purposeful careers that aim to apply across all professions; I’ve given

such a talk myself as a Gresham College public lecture (Edmans, 2019). This article will thus focus on four

dimensions specific to our profession. Some features may apply to other academic disciplines beyond finance,

and a few even to non-academic professions. However, the focus of this article is the purpose of a finance

professor.1

The first uniquedimension is the freedom toworkonwhatever topicwe’re passionate about.Ours is a profession of

hard knocks, withmultiple rejections and harsh discussions, but if we’reworking onwhat truly excites us, we’rewilling

to pick ourselves up and persevere. It also means that the years invested in a paper were well spent, even if we’re

disappointed by the eventual publication outcome.We also have the freedom towork on open, unexplored questions,

even combining insights andmethodologies from outside of finance.

Butmany researchers don’t leverage that freedom. Common advice is to researchwhat’s hot, even though thismay

lead to marginal contributions in a crowded area. Moreover, the paper-counting nature way in which we’re evaluated

encourages us to work on popular fields, to maximize the probability of a top publication, rather than taking risks and

trying something new.

The second dimension is the significant amount of luck in our profession. A publication may depend more on the

referee draw rather than the paper’s inherent quality; a chance encounter leads to a productive co-authorship; bad

luck means that someone else is working on the same idea. Of course, skill, creativity, and hard work matter, but we

underplay the importance of luck and overplay the signal contained in a single publication, leading to path depen-

dency. A lucky publication as a PhD student significantly improves your job market outcome; quickly publishing your

job market paper can lead to a move up. We draw substantial inferences from a person’s institution – indeed, we

may decide not to talk to someone at a conference because of the school on their nametag – so it affects future

outcomes.

Path dependency now extends to our PhD students. To get into a good program, you’re advised to have a masters,

undergrad experience as a research assistant (RA), and even a predoc. As with the publication process, we’re exces-

sively conservative and go for safety rather than innovation. Someone with non-academic experience, or who only

discovered their passion for research later in life, may have diverse skills useful for innovative work.

The third dimension is the non-rivalrous nature of our profession. In an M&A deal, only one acquirer can win the

auction; one investor’s tradingprofit is another’s loss. In contrast, journal space is not finite, particularly given themove

to online journals, and our loyalty is to our profession not our institution – we trust the recommendations of ‘rival’

1 Similarly, this goal of this essay is not to provide every potential suggestion on how to improve the profession. There are already excellent articles on topics

ranging from the editorial process (e.g. Harvey & Hirshleifer, 2020; Hirshleifer, 2015; Spiegel, 2012;Welch, 2012) to data mining (Harvey, 2017). This article

focuses on improvements related to the purpose of our profession (while recognizing that there is some overlap with these other areas).
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schools when deciding who to tenure at ours.We can thus view other academics as our colleagues in the creation and

dissemination of knowledge – providing feedback on their papers and sharing their work.

However, some faculty have the ‘pie-splittingmentality’ that the profession is a fixedpie, so theonlyway to increase

their slice is to reduce others’ – by trashing them on anonymous message boards or failing to acknowledge their

research. But reducing our colleagues’ slice doesn’t meanmore for us – instead, the piewill be taken by companies and

consultancies, who are increasingly releasing sloppy research that claims what people want to hear and thus boosts

their image. The general public,which includes donors, are increasingly sceptical about the value of academic research,

believingwe can’t agree on anything.While there are legitimate disagreements (e.g. differentmethodologies reaching

different results), we focus too much on them rather than highlighting the substantial areas of academic consensus,

leaving a big open goal for consultancies to shoot into.

The final dimension is the potential impact of our work. Professors of all subjects create and disseminate knowl-

edge, but we do so in finance – which affects how companies invest and fund themselves, how citizens save for the

future, how agents share risks, and how resources are allocated to their best use. Yet the profession places very little

weight on either teaching or impacts outside academia in tenure or hiring decisions. Andmost teaching ratings reward

entertainment and popularity rather than challenging and stretching students.

I’ll use a number of examples frommy own career to illustratemy points. This is not to suggest thatmy career is the

right way of doing things, nor that we can extrapolate from it to form general principles, but instead to make certain

points more concrete. Some are instances when I’ve stumbled upon purposeful behavior, but this is not to imply that I

always do things the right way. Many things I do, I get wrong, but there’s greater pedagogical and aspirational value in

giving examples of what works thanwhat doesn’t.

2 WHAT IS PURPOSE?

A big chunk of my current work is about corporate purpose. In Edmans (2020), I explain how a company’s purpose has

two unique features. First, a purpose is about serving wider society, not just maximizing profits. Second, even though

a purpose is genuinely altruistic, purposeful behavior may unexpectedly lead to a company becoming more profitable

in the long term – employees may becomemoremotivated, customers more loyal, and governments less likely to pass

restrictive regulation.

The same two principles apply to a professor’s purpose. A ‘strategic professor’ will focus exclusively on advancing

her own academic standing. This might involve creating some public goods, but only for instrumental reasons – where

she can, at least roughly, forecast anultimate benefit to herself. A ‘purposeful professor’ is primarily inspiredby serving

society, and will create public goods for intrinsic reasons. She’s comfortable that not every single decision she takes

will improve her career, even in the long term. But adopting a purposeful approach across all her decisions may, in

aggregate, lead to even more career success than a strategic one, because altruistic actions may lead to unexpected

benefits. (I’ll give a few examples in this essay).

So what exactly is a professor’s purpose? I’ll use definitions coined by two professors who I’ve learned a lot from

on this topic. One is Andrew Metrick, who I was lucky to overlap with for a year at Wharton. Andrew was a leg-

endary teacher (as well as a top researcher), winning best teacher awards not only at Wharton but across the whole

of UPenn. The student body was crestfallen when he announced his departure to Yale, and invited him to give a

‘last lecture’. Andrew spoke on ‘How to Have a Successful and Meaningful Career’ (Metrick, 2008). Most of the talk

was on careers in industry, given his audience, but he touched on a professor’s purpose, defining it as ‘the creation

and dissemination of knowledge’. He explained that one of his early passions was chess, a pastime I also enjoy and

respect. But chess doesn’t really contribute to something greater than yourself, so he chose to become a finance

professor instead.

The second is Laurie Hodrick who, similar to Andrew, won best teacher awards not only at Columbia Business

School but also across thewhole ofColumbiaUniversity.Word-for-word, her ‘TenQuestions’ interview in the Financial
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Times (Hodrick, 2011) is the single most transformative article I’ve read. The first question was ‘What does it mean to

be a professor?’ Laurie replied ‘I have come to realize that, rather than being a title or job description, for me being a

professor is a way of life. Being a professor is not something I do, it is who I am. It is being driven by intellectual curios-

ity to create, translate, and disseminate ideas. I am equally a professor whenworking at Columbia or whenworking as

an investment banker.2 I am still honored and thrilled when I step into an elevator and someone says “Good morning,

professor”’.

Andrew’s and Laurie’s descriptions span very similar ground. The intersection contains the words ‘create’ and ‘dis-

seminate’, so for this article I’ll – following Andrew – define a professor’s purpose as ‘the creation and dissemination of

knowledge’.

3 FREEDOM

3.1 Passion

I attended the 2006FMADoctoral Tutorial in Salt LakeCity as a third-year PhD student. This kicked off with a panel of

distinguished scholars either presenting a field of research, or giving their advice on how to succeed in the profession.

One, whom I’ll call Joe, spoke about how to choose a research topic. He suggested we focus on one area, so we can be

known for it when up for tenure. Even post-tenure, we should continue the same agenda as there are economies of

scale, allowing us to rack up more publications. We’ll then be seen as a world expert on the topic – perhaps invited to

write a Handbook chapter.

And how to choose that topic? You should base it on two factors. One is what your skills are. If you’re a master of

math, perhaps go into behavioral theory. With non-standard utility functions, the typical concavity requirements to

show a global optimumaren’t always satisfied, so you needmore sophisticated techniques. The second is what’s hot at

themoment. Look at what’s getting published and cited; seewhat subjects journals are running Special Issues on; take

themost recent crop of jobmarket stars and study what they were writing about.

The next person got up and said ‘I completely disagreewith Joe. You need towork onwhat you’re passionate about’.

He stressed that academia is a tough gig, a profession ofmany hard knocks. The top journals accept fewer than 10%of

papers – and before even submitting to a journal, your paper might be savaged at a seminar or destroyed by a discus-

sant. And the more innovative your paper, the less likely it is to be appreciated, at least initially.3 So you’ll need to pick

yourself up from multiple rejections and criticisms, and only if you’re passionate about the topic will you persevere –

continue to present and submit your paper, and do that extra analysis (having already worked on the paper for many

years) to address people’s concerns.

But even though passion helps you succeed by encouraging perseverance, that wasn’t the main reason he advised

us to research what we were passionate about. He said we should do so because it’s fun. (As I’ll stress in Section 3.2,

fun does not mean self-indulgence or working on trivialities). What we work on is our life, or at least the working part

of it. Many of us could earn far more money in industry, so a key reason for selecting academia is freedom. But many

people are too afraid to enjoy this freedom, which defeats the point of our career choice. And pursuing your passion

might lead you to switch direction, perhaps quite drastically, as your research interests change over time. Why be

constrained once-and-for-all by what youwrote your jobmarket paper on?

That person was Jonathan Berk – someone who’s written seminal papers across a number of areas as well as a

leading textbook. I recognize correlation isn’t causation, but this is a researcherwhose pursuit of passion doesn’t seem

to have been at the expense of success.

2 Laurie spent 2 years as Global Head of Alternative Investment Strategies at Deutsche Bank.

3 See Dai et al. (2021) for empirical evidence supporting this point.
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Jonathan’swords have stuckwithme ever since. And, as I spentmore time in the profession, I saw the typical advice

you hear doesn’t always work, at least if your objective is to create knowledge rather than just crank out publications.

The idea of researching a booming area doesn’t make sense if markets are efficient – if a topic is hot, everyone else

knows it’s hot, making it a crowded field. You might still get your paper published, but it’s unlikely to be innovative.

Now, many people (including me) don’t believe markets are fully efficient, but then you have a worse problem – you

might end upworking in a bubble.We over-extrapolate from past successes, not realizing the ‘time-to-build’ in writing

a paper is long, and by the time you’re written your paper, the bubble may have already burst. During my first year as

a PhD student at MIT, almost every seminar flew above my head. In the second year (2004–2005), I could understand

at least a little bit of each talk. That year, most of the job market stars were working in behavioral finance, as that

was the really hot topic. The Odean dataset was now widely available; Smith-Breeden Prizes had been handed out to

behavioral asset pricing papers every year since 1999 (starting fromDaniel et al., 1998), and behavioral corporatewas

starting to emerge with papers such as Malmendier and Tate (2005). But by the time I was on the market in 2007, the

interest in behavioral finance had declined and therewere few jobmarket papers on the topic – before it later enjoyed

a resurgence as researchers discovered newquestions and newdata. Beyond this one anecdote, Dai et al. (2021) show

that novel topics quickly become saturated and thus reshuffle.

Aftermy jobmarketwas over, I had a fewmonths left atMIT.My jobmarket paper and twoothers inmypacketwere

on corporate theory, so it would have been rational to focus on this field, but I had an idea for an empirical paper on

corporate social responsibility (CSR). Remembering Jonathan’s advice, I pursued it – I cared aboutwhether employee-

friendly companies perform better. At the time, CSR was a non-existent field and so it was a very difficult paper to

publish; the first journal said it was a ‘clear reject . . . there is simply nothing novel, creative, or important in this paper’,

and the second that it belonged in a practitioner journal. Edmans (2011a) is now my most-cited paper, through sheer

luck because the field ended up booming in a way I could never have predicted.

Being skilled at a topic is far from a sufficient condition either, because skills are in abundant supply in our profes-

sion. I was strong at math during my economics undergrad – but as I started my PhD I realized how distinctly aver-

age my ability was. Some of my classmates already had PhDs in math or physics, or were undergrad majors in more

quantitative subjects like engineering. I then thought I might have unique institutional knowledge as I’d worked as an

investment banker in Morgan Stanley’s Financial Institutions Group, so hoped to specialize in empirical banking. But

anyone in a PhDprogramcan quickly learn institutional detail. Except in rare cases, your technical skills or institutional

knowledge are unlikely to be unique.

I don’tmean to portray the standard advice as a strawman.No one says you should choose a topic by simply looking

at the intersection of your skills and what’s in demand, paying no attention to what you care about. But when people

ask what you care about, they’ll ask ‘what are you interested in?’ An academic’s CV lists her research interests. When

someone tells you about their latest research during a seminar office visit, you’ll say it ‘sounds interesting’ – even if you

don’t care for it. But Jonathan’s advice wasn’t to work on what you’re interested in – he said ‘passionate’. There’s a big

difference between being interested in something and being passionate about it. If you’remerely interested in a topic,

you’ll spend a couple of years writing your initial draft, but might not stick with it after a few rejections. And the time

you spend researching it will be pleasant, but it won’t be fun.

In Section4, I’ll discuss how there’s significant randomness in theprofession.Whether youget your paper published

depends on which referee happens to be chosen, not just its inherent quality. There’s no objective standard of the

quality of finance research; when two leading scholars read the same paper, onemight love it and the other hates it. As

a result, we have less control over where our paper ends up published than we think, but we can control whether we

had fun writing it. In some sense, the most important referee is you – whether you thought it was worth you spending

three, five, perhaps ten years of your life on a paper.

In July 2012, I had to submit my tenure packet at Wharton – a great school where I was lucky to spend six years.

Back then,we not only had to submit it electronically, but also print out every paperwe’d everwritten and give them to

the department chair’s assistant. As I walked to her office, I ran into my colleague John Zhu who asked me what I was

carrying, and I told him. He quipped that this must be the first time I’d heldmy life’s work in two hands. I never realized
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that before, because I was so focused on the admin elements of submitting my packet that I was blind to the big pic-

ture, but Johnwas right. After Johnwishedme luck, I took amoment before resumingmywalk. I looked through all the

papers I was holding, arranged chronologically as was the requirement. They started with the paper on soccer and the

stockmarket I wrote duringmy PhD, thenmy jobmarket paper on blockholders, thenmy CEO compensation theories

with Xavier Gabaix, then my CSR research, and finally my studies on the real effects of financial markets. I realized I

didn’t write these papers to get tenure – to get approval from some committee containing many people I barely knew,

based on anonymous letters – but because I was passionate about these topics. I cared about how companies are gov-

erned, whether socially responsible firms perform better, whether financial market trading is a sideshow or affects

the real economy – and I loved soccer. By then, I’d receivedmany negative signals about my tenure chances andmight

have to uproot to a different city, perhaps a different country. But I was able to hand in that packet and be fully relaxed

about it, even though I’d spend the next fourmonthsmired in uncertainty – because I was proud ofwhat I’d discovered

duringmy five years atWharton and four years atMIT.

Aswill be a common theme throughout this essay, I’mnot advocating going fromoneextreme to the other. Thedeci-

sion does matter, and I was truly grateful when it came back positive. But the uncertainty of that external assessment

was attenuated bymy internal satisfaction with what I’d worked on.

3.2 Significance

Pursuing passion and fun does not mean self-indulgence – devoting our life to trivialities that have little significance

on the world. Instead, what’s typically most fun, and inspires the most passion, is work that connects with something

greater than yourself. That’s why AndrewMetrick turned down a career in chess, even though he found it inherently

interesting.

The creation of knowledge involves working on important, unexplored questions. Doing so has great overlap with

passion – you’re driven to continue exploring a question, despite numerous setbacks, if the answer reallymatters. Dis-

covering something that’s novel, rather than a minor extension, is exciting. While there’s some overlap with what the

profession rewards, the overlap is less than it should be. The safe route to publishing is to make a minor contribution

to a popular literature. For such a literature, you can see the formula that published papers have followed and copy

it. Moreover, there are many potential referees working in the area so they’ll view the topic as important. One of my

co-authors refers to this publication strategy as ‘read a paper, write a paper’; another as ‘move fromA to A prime’.

Journals have strong incentives to publish papers in popular fields, given the attention to impact factors. Even if the

contribution is minor, new research in that field (Paper 2) will still cite the paper (Paper 1) in their literature review, as

part of a long list of papers. This is true even if the Paper 1 had no influence on Paper 2 – Paper 2would have still been

written even if Paper 1 didn’t exist. If, in contrast, Paper 1 developed a new methodology that inspired Paper 2, that

still counts as only one citation. Impact factors measure relatedness more than contribution.

This is particularly the case since journals are primarily assessed on their two-year impact factor. Two years! This

fails to reward research with long-term impact. Some innovative papers may be before their time. The first FinTech

paper I’m aware of is Yermack (2017); only citations to it by papers published in 2018 and 2019 count to its journal’s

impact factor. But aside from the Review of Financial Studies’ special issue in July 2019, most FinTech papers weren’t

publisheduntil 2020andbeyond.Dai et al. (2021) find thatmore conventional papers are significantlymore likely tobe

published in a top-three finance journal, yet garner fewer long-term citations. They conclude that ‘a paper’s measured

differentiation from previous work is not as prized by our profession’s top outlets despite the academic community’s

stated goal of pursuing original research’. They also show that novelty, in terms of deviating from standard finance

subfields, significantly reduces publication prospects even though it’s associated with higher citations.

If the purpose of a professor is to create knowledge, not just publish papers, this requires bravery in choosing

research topics and going after novel questions, even if the field is nascent or non-existent today. Doing so means

that what we devote our lives to, spend five years working on, stay up past midnight perfecting, has significance.
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Some have caveated that this approach is too idealistic. Given the bang-bang nature of tenure outcomes, people

need to be pragmatic and optimize their tenure chances. They do so by choosing research topics that maximize the

probability of publication in journals in their institution’s A list, even if at the expense of knowledge creation. But that’s

only the optimal strategy because of howwe decide tenure. Many schools and letter writers simply count the number

of toppublications, placingmuch lessweightonapaper’s significanceor the researcher’s contribution.Beingaglorified

research assistant on amultiple-authored paper in a top-three journal counts as 1; having a sole-authored paper on an

innovative topic in a journal just below counts as near-0 in some schools.

Journal quality certainly matters – higher-ranked journals typically publish better papers. But while reasonable

people can disagreewhether journals just below should count for 0.6, 0.3, or something else (for those taking a ‘count-

ing’ approach), the optimal weight is almost certainly not zero. The binary way in whichwe treat different journals has

several negative consequences. If we’re out after three strikes, authors go for safety over innovation, either in choos-

ing a conservative research topic or co-authoring with a senior professor on her agenda. It increases the role of luck,

since if you don’t get a favourable referee draw at an A-journal, your paper counts for almost nothing. It also means

that schools effectively outsource the tenure decision to anonymous referees whom they never chose, rather than

reading the paper for themselves.

There’s an active literature in corporate finance on how a focus on short-term signals, such as quarterly earnings,

leads companies to take myopic actions. In myopia models, one solution is to gather qualitative information about the

firm’s fundamental value rather than just relying on freely available quantitativemeasures (e.g. Edmans, 2009, 2011b).

Such information acquisition is costly, but worth it for important decisions such as whether to fire a CEO. Applied to

academia, for a decision as important as whether to show an assistant professor the door, we should gather qualita-

tive information on ‘input’ factors scholars can control (e.g. innovativeness and significance) rather than relying exclu-

sively on ‘output’ factors significantly affectedby randomness (e.g. journal publication). In short,we should readpapers

more.

Again, we shouldn’t go too far to the other extreme. Completely ignoring quantitative measures such as publi-

cations and citations, with the justification ‘we read the papers’, opens the door to decision being based on crony-

ism or taste – personal like or dislike for the candidate or type of research. An objectively weak candidate may be

tenured based on claims that the papers are of high quality; a process that involves purely subjective criteria may

be significantly influenced by bias. Just like evaluating companies, the optimal approach involves a combination of

hard and soft information. Similarly, the significance of a topic is a matter of opinion, particularly for a nascent sub-

ject. Many elder statesmen initially dismissed behavioral finance as studying trivial curiosa that aren’t important

enough to affect asset prices or corporate decisions. However, the innovativeness of a topic might be less subjec-

tive – people might agree that that a paper takes a new direction even if they disagree on how important that new

direction is.

Note that the reliance on short-termquantitative signals pervades throughout the profession, not just in evaluating

tenure. Rankings of finance departments count the number of publications in certain journals, paying no attention to

the importance or impact of those publications. This in turnmay explainwhy schools are so risk-averse in their tenure,

hiring, and even PhD admission decisions (see Section 4.4).

3.3 Co-authorships

Another freedom we often take for granted is that we can co-author with whoever we like, without being limited by

our institution – in a company, you’re forced to work with your colleagues. It might be tempting to choose a big name

to increase the impact of your paper (Brogaard et al. [2020] find that author fame has a positive causal effect on cita-

tions), even if they do littlework or are unpleasant toworkwith. Sometimes there’s pressure to co-authorwith a senior

colleague in our department for political reasons. But we have the freedom to choose co-authors who challenge us as
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iron sharpens iron, possess complementary skills thatwe can learnwhile simultaneously passing on our ownexpertise,

and have fun working and celebrating success with.

4 LUCK AND PATH DEPENDENCY

4.1 The importance of luck

When I startedmy PhD, the upperclassmen toldme how fewer than 10% of submissions to a top journal are accepted.

I was shocked at the lowodds, but they reassuredme the tenure process takes this into account – at good schools, four

to five top publicationsmight be enough.

With successes being so lumpy, there’s a significant amount of luck in the profession. If you get a favourable referee

draw, you could already be a quarter of a way towards tenure. Welch (2012) found that, for conference reviews, the

referee-specific component of a paper’s score is twice as large as a paper’s common component. Loosely speaking,

which referee is chosen is twice as important as its actual quality.

The effect of luck is compounded by path dependency. If you get a paper accepted early on, further successes likely

follow. If an assistant professor at a top school gets her job market paper published quickly, the profession thinks she

deserved her placement and sees her as a star. She’ll receive seminars and conference invitations, and editors and

referees will look upon her work favourably. But if she strikes out in the first couple of years, people write her off as

having been overrated by her letter writers. And successes can make future publications not only more likely but also

more impactful, given the effect of author fame documented by Brogaard et al. (2020).

What this all means is those who are in privileged positions are there at least partly due to luck – and one of these

people is me. Because luck affects not only whether your paper gets published, but whether you even write it in the

first place. At the start of the second year atMIT, you take an empirical asset pricing course. The regular professorwas

on sabbatical, so it was taught by Tim Johnson, visiting from LBS. Normally the course is focused on neoclassical asset

pricing, but Tim included Hirshleifer and Shumway’s (2003) paper on weather and stock returns in the first week’s

reading list. During the lecture, Tim discussed the broader literature on sentiment and asset prices and explained how

themost convincing papers had a strong a priori hypothesis – they used variables with a powerful effect on sentiment

that’s correlated across a country. Soccer results immediately came tomind.

After the class, I emailed Tim to ask if thismight be a potential research idea. Timwrote back approving of the topic,

with the caveat that he’s not on top of the behavioral finance literature so didn’t know if someonewas alreadyworking

on it. So he reached out to Nick Barberis, whom he knew from his time as a Chicago PhD student. Nick also said the

idea was new, so I pursued it, found positive results, and posted a draft on SSRN.

Whenyouworkonapaper,what’s theworst thing that canhappen?That someoneelse is doing so.DiegoGarcia and

OyvindNorli, then atDartmouth, were independentlyworking on the same idea. DuringNick’s seminar at Dartmouth,

Diego told him about their paper and so Nick informed them of mine. Diego and Oyvind would have clearly won any

‘fight’ – I hadn’t even passedmy qualifying exams and had limited time towork on it, and had no experience of the pub-

lication process. But instead they reached out and graciously invited me to combine our papers. And the worst thing

that could have happened turned out to be the best thing, as I learned a ton from Diego and Oyvind – how thorough

you need to be with empirical research (particularly on a controversial topic like ours), how to write a paper, and how

to respond to a referee.4

The paper was published by the Journal of Finance as Edmans et al. (2007). Yes, I benefited from the alphabetical

ordering studiedbyBrogaardet al. (2020) – something that’s beenanundeservedwindfall tome throughoutmycareer.

I don’t want to belabour the point, but it’s worth putting in one place all the luck I had with that paper. I was lucky

Tim was teaching the PhD class and knew Nick; lucky two professors were working on the same paper (even though

4 I didn’t even know that you needed to write a response document, and if I did, I’d have probably told the referee why s/he was wrong.
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it would normally be a death-knell to a PhD student); lucky Nick gave a seminar at Dartmouth and found out about

both papers; lucky Diego andOyvind invitedme to join forces; lucky to have a supportive Editor, Associate Editor, and

referee for a potentially controversial paper; and luckymynamewas first so that I got equal credit despite being a PhD

student.

I had luck on the next paper as well. Shortly after the soccer paper was conditionally accepted, the AFA annual

meeting took place. I was lucky it happened to be in Boston, so I could go along. I saw Cliff Holderness present his

paper, later published as Holderness (2009), which showed how prevalent blockholders are in the United States – but

also how small their stakes were. I recalled the blockholder theory papers I’d learned in Stew Myers’ PhD corporate

finance class. These paperswere about governance through ‘voice’/intervention, but the small stakesCliff foundwould

likely make intervention difficult. This gave me the idea to write a theory of how blockholders can govern even if they

can’t intervene, that is only engage in ‘exit’, which becamemy jobmarket paper (Edmans, 2009).

These stories aren’t meant to be a self-indulgent autobiography, but to stress how I’m here largely due to luck. If

I played that same game 100 times starting with those same initial conditions, 99 of those times I wouldn’t have the

honor of giving the FMA keynote. Other scholars with strong records may also have benefited at least in part from

good fortune. Again I don’t want to go to the other extreme and suggest it’s all due to luck. Skill, creativity, hard work,

and resilience to setbacks all play significant roles – and even if you get lucky, you have to make something of it. But

luck plays far more of a role than we think. In the words of Taleb (2001), we’re ‘fooled by randomness’. Our profession

has so few tangible measures of success that we overweight the signal contained in a single publication or someone’s

institution. Your job market outcomemay be thanks to a lucky publication as a PhD student, or your job market paper

happening to be close to the research interests of someone on the hiring committee for that year. This overweighting

leads to path dependency andmeans the effects of luck are long-lasting, as evidenced by the rarity of upwardmobility

in our profession.

4.2 The implications of the importance of luck

What this means is those fortunate enough to be in privileged positions are indeed there – at least partly – because

we’ve been fortunate.We thus have the responsibility to share this fortunewith the profession through creating pub-

lic goods. For the most elite group of scholars, the best public good they can create is their own research, and they

should focus on that. But for others, tenure frees us from having to focus exclusively on our own papers and allows

us to create other public goods. This may involve mentoring PhD students or assistant professors,5 serving on boards

of journals or professional organizations, running conferences or summer schools, or providing comments on others’

papers. Now for most types of public goods, there’s an instrumental benefit. Being a journal editor or President of a

professional association is prestigious; running a summer school on your research field will help that field grow. Thus,

even a strategic professor will create these public goods because she estimates the benefit exceeds the cost. But a

purposeful professor will do so for intrinsic reasons – to contribute to the profession – and any boost to her own rep-

utation will be a by-product.

The importance of luck and path dependency also means that those with thinner CVs, or at institutions written off

as lower-tier, may be just as capable as those at top schools. They may have suffered bad luck, or chosen a depart-

ment due to dual-career issues or other geographic preferences. But our profession puts so much weight on some-

one’s institution. Why is it that every conference name tag contains not only your name but also your institution? At

an industry conference, that makes sense. People do different jobs, and so knowing a stranger’s employer helps you

decide whether to strike up a conversation. If someone has Houlihan Lokey on their badge, then someone interested

in restructuringwill approach him. Fidelity signals you’re in publicmarkets investing, and KKR you’re in private equity.

5 Thismay includementorship of colleagues outside our own institution. For example, theFMADiversity Emerging Scholars Initiative allows faculty tomentor

junior scholars from underrepresented backgrounds.
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But in our profession, everyone does the same thing – we’re all finance professors. Now we don’t exactly do the

same thing – some of us work in macro-finance, others corporate governance theory, others still behavioral asset

pricing. But then, why don’t conference name tags say our research field? That would lead to far more interesting

conversations at conferences, where people strike up dialogs based on their shared interests – sorry, their shared pas-

sions – rather thanwhether we judge another person as worthy of our time based on their school.

It’s even worse at arguably the twomost prestigious conferences in our profession. At the National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research (NBER), you start everymeeting with everyone introducing themselves by their name and institution.

Knowing someone’s name is useful as you may have never met them before. Perhaps you’ve read their papers and

now you can put a face to them, and initiate a conversation later. But why is their institution relevant? Will you go up

to someone during the coffee break and say ‘Hi, professor at University X, I’m a professor at University Y’? The main

effect is that others start judging whether you deserve to be in an NBER meeting, or are a gatecrasher. At the AFA,

students are branded with ‘STUDENT’ on their badge, as if to say ‘don’t waste your time talking to me; you’re better

off sniffing out a big shot’.6

The school clearly contains some information about a person’s quality, and conversationswithmore knowledgeable

folks aremore stimulating. I’m surewe couldwrite amodel of limited attention inwhich it’s rational to talk to someone

at a conference based on their institution, but as a profession we’ve taken it to the extreme. In legal parlance, the

prejudicial value of the school outweighs its probative value. If we write-off another scholar – a colleague in the same

profession – based on their institution, we’re judging on a variable that’s significantly affected by noise. This in turn

starts a vicious cycle – being repeatedly treated like a second-class citizen can discourage researchers from attending

conferences, which reduces their exposure and further perpetuates the path dependency.7

And it goes beyond the name tag.Why do conference programs list the institutions of the authors and discussants –

why aren’t the titles of the session and papers sufficient? For conferences with multiple parallel sessions, this practice

may cause us to attend sessions based on the presenters’ schools rather than whether we’re passionate about the

research being discussed. Now the quality of the talks, not just the topics, affects how stimulating the session will be.

But the relevant factor is the person, not their institution. Some discussants outside the elite schools consistently give

excellent comments; others in themagic circle always twist a discussion into an informercial for their own papers. But

this reputation formation is hindered if we overweight the institution.8

How much deadweight loss is created in our profession through judging others based on their institution? How

many research conversations between people with the same passions have been lost, and how many great papers

would these conversations have led to? Howmany interesting articles have we never read, despite being published in

top journals, or never seen, despite being accepted to great conferences, because of the authors’ school? We’ll never

know about the past – but we can fix this for the future.

Organizations are responding. At least two schools have used blind recruiting processes where faculty read job

market papers that omit the author’s name. Of course, there’s significant information contained in reference letters

and CVs, but these are read after the job market paper to avoid first impression bias. Such experimentation is to be

encouraged. Some experiments may fail, as there turn out to be costs of removing the institution that I’ve failed to

6 Similarly, some seminar schedules contain not only the name of the person you’re meeting in an office visit but also their rank (Assistant, Associate, or Full

Professor). The latter is unnecessary.

7 Alternatively, one might argue that there’s relevant non-quality information contained in the name tag. Perhaps if someone’s at school X, we might ask ‘do

you knowY?Wedid our PhDs together’. But if you reallywant to learn the school for these reasons, you can ask it after starting a conversation – bywhich time

you can’t run away if the answer isn’t elite enough to justify your time. A second justification is that the institution may have been important in pre-internet

dayswhere you needed a simpleway to search for a colleague youmet briefly at a conference but forgot their name. Even if you remembered the topic of their

research, therewas no directorywhere you could look up all macro asset pricers, but you could delve into a faculty directory. However, it may be a relic of the

past that’s less important now. A third justification is to advertise the institution. For example, an institution that has succeeded in hiring active researchers

might enjoy an improved reputation from those researchers attending conferences and being clearly identified with that institution. However, there may be

other ways in which institutions can signal their progress, and this benefit needs to be weighed against the costs.

8 Again, there may be benefits of listing the institution in a conference program. In the absence of institutions, attendees may default to attending the pre-

sentation by a distinguished senior scholar rather than a new assistant professor at a good school. However, organizers should discuss the costs and benefits,

rather than defaulting to include the institution.
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anticipate. But we won’t know until we try, and if any profession should be open to innovation, it’s ours. I’d encourage

future conferences to think about removing institutions from name tags and conference programs, and replace the

former with either research interests or nothing at all.9

Aswith everything in this article, I’m saying this tomyself asmuch as I’m saying it to everyone else, as I’m also prone

toprejudice.Onmyofficewall is a quote fromthebook ‘TheOneMinuteManager’,which reads ‘Everyone is a potential

winner. Some people are disguised as losers. Don’t let their appearances deceive you’. This quote is quite blunt, and I

absolutely don’t mean to suggest that faculty at different institutions, MBA students who struggle with the material

I’m teaching, or journalists from less famous newspapers who want an interview are ‘losers’. Instead, this quote is to

remindme that if I write someone off throughmy own prejudice, then the biggest loser – the personwho loses out the

most – is me.

4.3 The importance and irrelevance of luck on the job market

When Iwent on the jobmarket, I was neurotic about where I’d end up. This waswhen your ‘type’ is revealed, and you’d

learn whether all those years slogging away in the PhD program, while your college friends were bringing home the

bacon in industry, were worth it.

But Dimitris Papanikolaou, also on the market from MIT Finance in the same year, pointed out that our eventual

placement didn’t reallymatter, at least from a purpose standpoint. All it affectedwas pride.Wewrite the same papers,

go to the same conferences, and teach the same material, regardless of what school we’re at. And he was right. If

the real reason I’d chosen academia over industry was because I loved research and teaching – because I wanted my

purpose to be the creation and dissemination of knowledge – rather than to introduce myself at cocktail parties as a

Harvard Business School professor, the outcomewouldmake little difference. So, paradoxically, luck is both important

(our job market outcome depends far more on luck than we think) and irrelevant (our job market outcome has far less

effect on life satisfaction thanwe think).

Yet again, I’mnot advocating theopposite extreme. Your institutiondoesmatter somewhat. Youmight have smarter

colleagues, a bigger research budget, superior PhD students, a smaller teaching load, and a stronger seminar series.

But it matters far less than we think. In investment banking, if you’re not at the bulge bracket banks, you’re not in the

roomwhen the biggest deals are being negotiated. In our profession, we all have a seat at a table. Anyone can go to any

conference,10 sit in any session – even by a Nobel Laureate – and ask questions in the Q&A. We can collaborate with

co-authors from any institution, particularly in the days of Zoom. In Spring 2020, Murray Frank, Vojislav Maksimovic,

andGordon Phillips launched a Virtual Corporate Finance seminar series that anyone can attend, and for others there

are similar series around other themes. Anyone can submit to any journal, while novelists can’t send a manuscript

to a publisher – editors only accept submissions from agents, who play a screening role. The main reason the school

matters is if, as a profession, we’ve decided it does – if we judge others by their institution or if I, as a journal editor, am

prejudiced against authors because of it. This not only leads to wrong decisions ex post, but also adds a huge amount

of ex ante stress to jobmarket and tenure outcomes which are already significantly driven by luck.

4.4 The barriers to entry in PhD programs

Judging happens not only once we’re assistant professors, but also when we’re PhD students – our institution affects

whether we get job market interviews or are invited to doctoral conferences. It occurs even before that – applicants

9 Note that other forces are moving in the opposite direction. The move to single-blind reviews for some journals and conferences means the first thing a

referee sees is the author’s name and institution, even before she’s read even the abstract.

10 There are some conferences that are invitation-only, due to extensive audience discussion of each paper. Examples include the NBER and the Finance

Theory Group.
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to a PhD program are evaluated on where they studied before and who they’ve worked with. Nowadays, the barriers

to entry are huge.Most PhD applicants already have aMasters; many have undergrad or predoc RA experiencewhere

the fameof the professormattersmuchmore than the tasks undertaken. PhD students now take six years to graduate,

since we now expect a large pipeline and even a publication, making the pathway to a finance professor even more

financially costly. Both the premium placed on RA experience with a famous professor and the financial resources

needed for a PhDmay alienate students fromdeveloping countries or less affluent backgrounds. It’s becoming an arms

race.

Of course, some of this prior training is useful. And, institutions do carry some informational value, particularly

when sifting through lots of applications. But if a precondition for getting into a PhD is years of research experience

plus aMasters, we’re going to excludemany peoplewho didn’t find their passion until later in life – they didn’t know to

get RA positions during their undergrad.Wemake the path dependency evenworse.

I never wanted to be a finance professor. I loved my job at Morgan Stanley’s Investment Banking Division, but had

never lived outside the United Kingdom and wanted to travel. I had a Fulbright Scholarship to the United States but it

wouldn’t fund anMBA. There were noMasters in Finance back then, somy only option was to do a PhD in finance and

drop out after two years with aMasters. I took a Summer Associate position at the end ofmy first year, hoping to get a

full-time offer for aftermyMasters. Imoved into Fixed Income Sales and Trading to giveme experience of another side

of industry, and I enjoyed it much more. During the weekends, I wrote my first paper – a theory of inside debt I later

completed atWhartonwith a PhD student and published as Edmans and Liu (2011). Morgan Stanley gaveme an offer,

but since I had the inside debt and soccer papers, I thought the PhDmight only take one yearmore than theMaters, so

I decided to complete it before returning toWall Street.

Knowing it would be my last chance to travel, I spent my second summer as a volunteer teacher of English in

Saraburi, Thailand. I chose rural Thailand because the absence of tourists meant that barely anyone could speak

English, making volunteers particularly important. My surroundings meant there was no internet where I stayed, nor

anything for a non-local to do. So, once the school daywas over, Iwrote a theory paper of capital structurewhich ended

up being Edmans (2011b).

I returned to MIT for my third year and went straight on the (industry) job market. I’d chosen Morgan Stanley for

my fixed income internship since I’d previously worked with them in investment banking. But I learned that, in fixed

income, Lehman was the market leader so I signed with them. I defended my dissertation and told my advisors I was

graduating. One advisor, Dirk Jenter, caveated that I was leaving academia before learning what my outcome would

have been. He advised me to stay for a fourth year, write a job market paper, and see how I fared. If I didn’t get the

placement I wanted, ‘Lehmanwill always be around’. Famous last words.

Lehman graciously deferred the offer, and I started my job market paper after seeing Cliff Holderness’s presenta-

tion at the 2006AFA. But themore important effect of that extra yearwas that it mademe realize howmuch I enjoyed

academia. I gave my first conference presentations in Spring 2006 and really enjoyed this part of the profession.11

I’d started delivering lectures as a Teaching Assistant and felt in the zone doing them. I loved writing my job market

paper, getting lost for long hours with just pencil and paper, and exploring something deeply. So I decided I was going

‘all in’ to academia – there was no cut-off school below which I’d join Lehman. Research and teaching had become my

passion.

I’d have never gotten into a top PhD program if I applied today. Even if I sneaked through, I’d have been nudged

out for doing an internship in my first summer, and booted out for doing volunteer work in my second. Many leading

scholars have similarly told me how they decided on academia much later in life. If the profession is going to be truly

serious about diversity, this extends beyond the important aspects of diversity in gender and ethnicity to diversity

in background. As with evaluating researchers by counting publications, our approach to recruiting PhD students is

extremely risk-averse.Applicantswho’vebeen financeor economicsRAs fromwhen they’vebeenundergradsmightbe

11 My coauthor presented at the 2005 EFA inMoscow.We’d submitted the soccer paper to other conferences before it was accepted by the JF and it was at

those conferences I presented in Spring 2006.
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the safest bet. But some right-tail outcomesmight arise from researchers with a broad set of skills. Behavioral finance

was catalysedby insights frompsychology; nowadays, promising topics suchasmachine learning andcorporate culture

similarly bring in ideas from outside finance. Our current preference for career RAs recruits candidates who are used

to working on other people’s ideas, rather than their first experience of research being to take the risk of exploring

their own.

5 NON-RIVALRY

At Morgan Stanley, many interactions with other investment banks were zero-sum. Most mandates are awarded to

only one bank, so if you win a pitch, no one else can. On the trading floor, if you make a profit on a transaction, your

counterparty loses.12

But in academia, many things aren’t zero-sum– the pie is not fixed. Journal space is not finite, so someone else pub-

lishing doesn’t reduce the space for you. The Review of Financial Studieswas created in 1988 because there weremore

top papers than top journal slots, and expanded from bimonthly to monthly in 2009 as the supply of great research

grew. At the Review of Finance, we’ve recently increased our issue size by over 50%. The move towards online jour-

nals removes any constraints associated with limits on the size of a physical issue. At a conference, there are limited

presentation slots, but supply adjusts to accommodate increasing demand;many professors believe there are now too

many conferences. Collaborating on a paper is similarly not zero-sum – if a paper has three authors, each one gets

more than a third of the credit (indeed, there are some schools that simply count the number of publications without

adjusting for co-authorship; Google Scholar and other citation databases similarly make no adjustment). And unlike in

other disciplines, we don’t need to argue with our co-authors over who contributed the most and thus should be the

first author.

Certainly, there are rivalries in some elements of our profession. Only one person can win the Fischer Black Prize

or be the AFA President in a given year. But, for most of us, these honors are out of reach – and of little conse-

quence if our purpose is the creation and dissemination of knowledge (there are many influential scholars with nei-

ther honor). There are also rivalries between authors working on the same topic, but they can often be overcome

if approached with a non-rivalrous mindset. In Section 4, I discussed how Edmans et al. (2007) came about through

a merger of two similar papers. Sometimes mergers are impossible – it’s difficult to go on the market with a paper

co-authored by senior faculty. When I presented the first draft of my job market paper (Edmans, 2009) at the MIT

PhD student lunch, I was despondent to see the MIT external seminar that afternoon was another model of gover-

nance through exit by two leading theorists (Admati & Pfleiderer, 2009). But we kept abreast of each other’s papers,

ensured wemaintained our different focuses rather than steal each other’s turf, and cited each other fairly – and both

ended up getting published. In contrast, copying someone else’s idea or failing to give others credit leads to win–lose

outcomes.

Ours is a unique vocation in that our main loyalty is to our profession, not the institution. People at other universi-

ties are our colleagues, not our competitors. We decide on who to give tenure to based on what our competitors say

about the candidate.Howcrazy is that?Would a law firmdecidewhich associates to promote to partner based on their

rivals’ assessment of them? This process is so standard that we follow it without stopping to think how nonsensical it

would be in the private sector. Yet it’s not crazy in our field, since our main affiliation is to the profession.

At a conference, we ask someone at a ‘competing’ institution to discuss a paper. How crazy is that?Would an asset

management conference have one company present its responsible investment strategy and a rival then comment

on that strategy’s effectiveness? Journal editors decide which papers to accept by scholars at competitor universities

12 Of course, many aspects of investment banking are positive-sum, such as advising on a value-creating transaction. The above discussion surrounds which

bank is hired to give the advice. Similarly, trading increases price efficiency, which can have real effects. The above discussion focuses on trading profits and

losses.
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based on advice by referees also at different institutions. Would an M&A acquirer outsource its decision of which

investment bank to hire to another advisor which, for some reason, was not pitching for the deal?

That the profession’s pie is not fixed provides us with tremendous opportunities to grow it by contributing to the

creation and dissemination of knowledge across our profession as a whole – by viewing other members as our col-

leagues in the advancement of knowledge.

5.1 Collaborating to create knowledge

So how do we do that? Starting with the creation of knowledge, perhaps the biggest thing is to provide comments on

each other’s papers. I was lucky to have had PhD classmates who I did that with. Because the soccer paper allowedme

to go to conferences, I met many faculty who later sent me their papers for feedback. I was flattered that they were

reaching out to a PhD student for comments and triedmy best to help.

When Diego, Oyvind, and I merged our papers, I wrote to Nick thanking him for his role in it. He replied saying

it was a pleasure, and kindly inviting me to send him the first version of our joint paper as he’d be happy to provide

comments – and he indeed did. I later told Tim Johnson I had a corporate theory paper on inside debt, but there were

few corporate theorists in MIT Finance. So, he advised me to send it to his LBS colleague Denis Gromb. That summer,

I presented the model in Gerzensee, and Denis came up to me afterwards with a full mark-up of my paper (which he’d

read in advance) and spent an hour givingme comments.

Having benefited from others’ input onmy papers, this was one of my key criteria for choosing which school to join

on the jobmarket. During one of my post-offer visits, I asked someonewhether the faculty provide comments on each

other’s papers. He said no one does that – but no one does that at any school because people are too busy with their

own research, so it shouldn’t factor into my decision. I was surprised, and explained how Nick and Denis had helped

me even though I wasn’t at their schools. He replied ‘Ah, but Nick and Denis are special. Most people in the profession

aren’t like them’.

I went away from that meeting impressed by his honesty but depressed by his message. But, as a theorist, I under-

stood the concept of multiple equilibria. You can have competitive equilibria and you can have cooperative equilibria.

And, unlike models where a sunspot decides which equilibrium is selected, here you might be able to affect the equi-

librium. Deviating to ‘cooperate’ when everyone else ‘defects’ may not be a best response if your only objective is your

own utility, but if your purpose is the creation of knowledge, it maywell be. (And, unexpectedly, othersmay start coop-

erating too, so you end up benefiting even though that wasn’t your motivation). I tried to provide the best possible

comments on every paper people sent me, and soon formed relationships where we’d send each other our papers for

feedback. Perhaps I gavemore comments than I receivedmyself, but Iwasn’t keeping track. I genuinely enjoyed reading

others’ new findings and providing input into them.

These relationships are ones we can proactively form ourselves. Why is it that, until the pandemic, nearly the only

way to obtain feedback was to fly around the world, at great financial and environmental cost? Why does our abil-

ity to receive suggestions hinge on whether our paper gets accepted at a conference (which Welch (2012) showed

largely depends on luck), whether we’re invited to give a seminar (which depends on our institution and perhaps luck

from knowing a faculty member there), and our research budget and ability to travel (a particular barrier to non-U.S.

authors)?Whywill we only give feedback in the form of a public discussion or in a seminar, where we get something in

return by appearing smart in front of our colleagues?

I was lucky to form most of my relationships implicitly. I never sat down with someone and said ‘let’s have an

arrangement where we send each other our papers for feedback’; I’d just provide comments when people sent me

papers and the relationship naturally evolved. But, there’s no reason why such a relationship can’t form deliberately

– and, why limit it to two people? At Wharton, I established a corporate finance discussion group for junior finance,

accounting, and economics faculty to present embryonic work. The guidelines were that you had to attend every ses-

sion, even if youwere not presenting, andmuch bigger organizations like the Finance TheoryGroup have similar rules.
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When I moved to LBS, some colleagues and I set up an LBS/LSE corporate finance discussion group with an extra rule

– you had to read the paper in advance and prepare your comments. Thus, when the author presented, it wasn’t a

standard seminar where the goal of each slide was to explain its contents to the audience, but instead to prompt the

audience to provide their comments on the aspect of the paper contained on that slide.

In today’s virtual world, such hubs can be formed across the globe – we’re not limited by our institution. We can

read each other’s papers and then provide comments over a Zoom call, if it’s a hassle to write an email; or we can give

virtual presentations to each other to save reading effort. The challenge with physical conferences is you need scale

for them to run, but the online world shatters the minimum efficient scale. A hub can be established even around a

niche area.

In addition to informal comments, we contribute to the creation of knowledge through our formal role as refer-

ees. I started refereeing as a PhD student, and quickly these requests exceeded 40 per year, in part due to working

in different fields. Senior colleagues said this was my fault and I should do a good job rather than aiming for perfec-

tion – not only is the time spent directly costly, but being too diligent means that editors will keep coming back to

you.

But I was grateful that editors trusted me to advise them whether to accept a paper – a decision that would affect

not only the journal’s reputation but also whether the authors step as much as one quarter of the way to tenure. I

enjoyed seeing how papers evolved after incorporating my comments, and was thankful to play a role in the creation

of knowledge. I never expected any instrumental benefit. But the Review of Financial Studies unexpectedly introduced

a Distinguished Referee award in 2009, at the end of my second year as an assistant professor, and I was an inaugural

recipient; two years later I was invited to become an associate editor. And, junior faculty at other schools informed

me that editors told their departmental colleagues over lunch that they appreciated my reports, something I never

expected to become public. Through the process itself, I learned a ton – how to pick apart a paper, highlight its contri-

bution, and tease out the implications for a general audience – that I could apply tomy own papers and, more recently,

my editorial work. I could have never predicted these outcomes, but the power of purpose is that actions undertaken

for intrinsic reasons can bear unexpected fruit.

Anotherwaywecan contribute to knowledge is to answer requests for help. As financeprofessors,we’re all familiar

with the concept of arbitrage – things of equal value trade at equal prices. But the key to citizenship is to provide gifts

of unequal value that are worth far more to the recipient than they cost the gifter. When I was a PhD student, I’d

sometimes email professors with questions about their dataset or analysis that weren’t covered in the paper, or ask

if they knew of follow-up work that had expanded on it in a particular direction. I was grateful for all the responses I

received – theymay have taken them fiveminutes to write, but savedme five hours.

Morgan Stanley was a company with potentially huge rivalry, yet it was routine for analysts to help each other.

When someone needed sample slides on how to deal with flowback in cross-border M&A, they’d email the analyst

mailing list in case any of us had done something similar. In our profession, we have Statalist for coding queries, but

no list or message board if someone has a question on a dataset, or wants to know if there’s a paper that shows a

particular result.We havemessage boards for gossip and slander, as I’ll discuss in Section 5.3; why don’t we have ones

that catalyse the creation and dissemination of knowledge?

None of the above is to suggest that we’re obligated to respond to every email, nor that we have the right to expect

responses to our own messages. It’s our responsibility to compose our emails so that the recipient wishes to respond

to them – for example explaining that we’ve already looked at X, Y, and Z but still couldn’t find the answer. But it does

mean that, if the sender has done his homework, a responsemay be a gift of unequal value.

Similarly, we shouldn’t expect everyone to provide comments on papers that we send them, particularly if they’re

way outside our research field. I hope my earlier suggestion to provide comments on each other’s papers doesn’t

lead to the other extreme, where people send around papers randomly and bear a grudge if they don’t get a

response. While many two-way relationships can be created, it’s the recipient’s prerogative to decide whether

to enter into a relationship with us. They may have other professional or personal commitments that we’re not

aware of.
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5.2 Collaborating to disseminate knowledge

The secondway to grow the profession’s pie is to share others’ research –mention it to othersworking in similar fields,

invite it to a conference, or posting it onTwitter or LinkedIn so that it’s seenbypractitioners.Doing sohas instrumental

benefits – the beneficiary is grateful and may return the favour later.13 Thus, a strategic professor will disseminate

others’ research, but only that of big names, hoping for reciprocity – thus perpetuating the path dependency. But a

purposeful professor will do so because the research is interesting and, in some cases, because it’s a gift of unequal

value.

How did I end up at Gerzensee to receive Denis Gromb’s comments? My advisor Dirk Jenter saw a working paper

version of Sundaram and Yermack (2007), an empirical study of inside debt. I sent the authors my theory paper on the

same topic and both graciously responded. David Yermack asked if I’d sent the paper to a journal; I replied that it had

been rejectedbyone.He toldmenot tobediscouragedasmanyof hismost innovativepapers had tobe sent tomultiple

journals.Whilemost professors know that rejection is part and parcel of the profession, I was quite devastated to have

been rejected and so this was a gift of unequal value to a green PhD student. A few months later, David invited me to

presentmywork in a Focus Session hewas organizing inGerzensee that summer. Therewere somany other people he

could have invited to bolster his career, but invited me to help publicize a paper that might not otherwise see the light

because I was a PhD student.

Another way of disseminating knowledge is to let authors know about relevant papers. I’ve written a number of

survey papers, and my co-authors and I send drafts to people in the literature to ensure we’re referencing everyone

accurately and haven’t missed relevant research. There are some authors who always respond by telling me to cite

several of their other papers, even though none are relevant, with no comments beyond that. But others will alert me

to papers by other scholars that I’ve missed, perhaps alongside a suggested correction to how I’ve cited them.

Some researchers have public platforms, for example on Twitter and LinkedIn, and thus the ability to disseminate

knowledge to a wider audience. A number will only share their own papers, or newspaper articles. But sharing the

writings of others is a great way to increase our profession’s impact.

5.3 Shrinking the pie

Even though our profession is characterized by non-rivalry, we sometimes act as if we have huge rivalry – as if making

others lose automatically causes us towin. Theworst example is the anonymous trashing of our colleagues on internet

forums. Such forums are the cancer of our profession. They lambast others’ work, their character, and their personal

lives, sometimes involving sexist or racist comments. No other profession to my knowledge has such forums. Our stu-

dents, our executive education clients, our university administrators, those who donate to our school, and companies

who sponsor conferences and best paper prizes would be aghast if they saw this side of our profession.

Our profession is enhancedby criticismand challenge, but onlywithin a frameworkof accountability. Adiscussion is

public, so if a discussant is below the belt, her own reputation is harmed. A referee report is anonymous to the authors,

but visible to the Editor. But message forums allow people to post false allegations with zero consequences. Doing so

is like urinating in a swimming pool. It can be done without anyone noticing it’s you, spreads easily, and can’t be easily

taken back. The damage only subsides once everything is sufficiently diluted, which takes years.

Now one might claim it’s OK to read these forums, as long as you don’t post on them, but doing so contributes

to advertising revenue. Is a platformwhere our colleagues get vilified something we really want to support?Wemight

instead argue that reading them is away to obtain information about the profession. But by trying to ‘rationalize’ it this

way,we’re telling ourselves ‘rational lies’. Ours is a profession characterized by evidence.We can’t publish a conclusion

13 Citing a paper has other instrumental benefits – it may provide evidence to justify your modeling assumption or empirical specification. In addition, citing

relevant papers is necessary to avoid plagiarism.
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without it being based on research, which has been vetted diligently by a review team. These forums allow people

to post claims without any substantiation; while we might think we’ll apply the appropriate discounting, once you’ve

heard an allegation, it’s difficult to unhear it even if false. There are farmore reliable channels to keep abreast ofwhat’s

going on.14 And viewing such forums pollutes the readerwith endless negativity or –worse –misinforms our decisions

(e.g. wemight not submit to a journal if we believe it’s biased, or approach a professor if he’s been labelled a predator).

If you step into a swimming pool in which others have urinated, you get contaminated yourself.

A secondway inwhichwepractice rivalry is throughSchadenfreude. If someone’s paper is destroyed in adiscussion,

overturned, or retracted, we’re secretly delighted – particularly if it’s a high-profile person. We think reducing their

slice leaves more of the pie for us. But the entire pie shrinks if outsiders view academic research as irreplicable. If a

paper is indeed irreplicable or flawed, the researcherswhopoint this out are creating a public good.However,weoften

react positively due to the embarrassment for the original authors, not because the criticism helps science evolve.

Third, we can shrink the pie through being territorial about our own agenda. If wework in (say) sustainable finance,

we want to position ourselves as the only academic expert in sustainable finance. We refuse to disseminate others’

work; in contrast, we may trash it. But reducing our colleagues’ slice of the pie doesn’t mean more for us – instead,

the pie will be grabbed by others outside our profession. Companies, consultancies, and think tanks are all putting out

their own research. While some practitioner papers are informative, most don’t aim to be a scientific analysis of the

data but to support the organization’s pre-existing position or yield a conclusion that the public likes and thus boosts

its image. These organizations may not have the expertise or incentives to produce high-quality research, but they

certainly have the resources tomarket it. If we don’t promote the research of our profession as awhole becausewe’re

only focused on tooting our own horn, this leaves the rest of the pie up for grabs – and it will be grabbed, by companies

and consultancies.

A lion can’t catch a springbok in a race. So the lion waits for springboks to fight with each other and then attacks.

I don’t want to be apocalyptic, but our entire profession is under attack. Corporations are now developing their own

executive education programs. The move to online education means that whatever teaching requirements we retain

can be met by fewer people, so the profession is likely significantly over-capacity. The public – which includes both

users and funders of academic research – doesn’t recognize the value of research, both because it gets crowded out

by practitioner studies that exploit their confirmation bias, and also because the petty fights we get into with each

other give the impression that no one agrees and so there’s nothing to learn from academia (see also Schoar, 2020).

Of course, healthy dissent is to be encouraged if people reach different conclusions – but, each year, our profession

pushes out the frontier of knowledge and we agree much more than we disagree. For example, the consensus from

a broad stream of research is that share buybacks are much less value destructive than politicians and talking heads

claim them to be – but academia is having very little impact on this debate and so unwarranted regulation is a real

possibility.

If we don’t stand up for our own profession or, worse, actively try to destroy it, we ourselves will lose in the long

term. The schools of the futuremay be teaching schools. Indeed, such schools are already starting to crop up, with few

research requirements aside fromdeveloping case studies. If research is irrelevant, why should students or donors pay

for it?

Despite these threats, the scenario is far from a doomsday one. We have the power to help our colleagues create

knowledge and to disseminate their research. Our time is a scarce resource, andwe face our own creation and dissem-

ination pressures. But the beauty of gifts of unequal value is that public goods can be created at little cost to ourselves

– seemingly small actionsmake a big difference. Themain barrier isn’t somuch time, but amindset shift – from a zero-

summentality to thinking proactively about howwe can advance our profession.

One such gift is kindness. This doesn’t mean telling white lies – if we’re asked to discuss a paper with serious flaws,

it’s our duty to point them out. Not to do so is unkind to the authors, otherwise they send a flawed paper to a journal,

14 If, indeed, there may be relevant information that is best shared through an online platform (such as job market or conference information), then such

online platforms should focus exclusively on that, rather than allowing for trashing.
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as well as being a disservice to the conference. But even harsh criticisms can be given in a constructive way15 – yet

sometimes the discussant thinks he can boost his reputation by slamming the (usually junior) author, like a bully who

beats up little kids in the school playground. And like in the playground, it’s tempting to weigh in ourselves – to be

the thermometer that reflects the temperature around us – but we have the power to be a thermostat and affect the

temperature. In the Q&A following discussions that went overboard, I’ve seen audience members politely, but firmly,

explain why themain criticism is invalid – to defend those unable to defend themselves.16

Other gifts of unequal value involve small acts of awareness. After a discussion, it’s tempting to respond to at least

the main criticism, but I’ve seen authors remark that the session is running late and forgo the opportunity to respond

so other papers get their full time. Presenters and discussants have voluntarily shortened their own talks for the same

reason. The effect of these actions goes far beyond providing a few extraminutes to the later papers. They change the

temperature of a conference from being about marketing your own research to listening to others’. This then inspires

the audience to think about how they can be a thermostat themselves.

Some acts of awareness involve talking to a conference attendee who’s alone at a conference cocktail party. I don’t

want this to come across as an ‘adopt an introvert’ project, but to highlight how such awareness can have an outsized

effect. During the second evening of theUtahWinter Finance conference, there’s no scheduled dinner to allowprofes-

sors to form their own groups. One group noticed I knew virtually no one as I was a PhD student. They kindly invited

me to their dinner even though it meant they now had toomany people for the car andwe had to take a taxi.When the

bill came, a professor remarked that I won’t have a research budget and should pay less than everyone else.

In the third summer of my PhD, I was grateful to be invited to the NBER Summer Institute. I was at the dinner the

evening before the conference. A social psychologist studying humanbehaviorwould have a field day atNBERdinners.

When it’s time to move from the drinks to the dinner, no one sits down. They wait for the big shots to seat themselves

first and then they rush to sit at the same table. Then, when you’re at the table, you hang on their everyword and laugh

as audibly as you can at their attempted jokes.

There was an assistant professor at my table. She should have talked to everyone else at the table instead of a PhD

student; she wasn’t even sitting next to me so had no obligation to do so. Yet she struck up a lengthy conversation,

showed genuine interest inmy research, and looked atmywebsite after the conference and droppedme a note saying

she foundmy capital structure paper interesting (at the time, it had ‘limits to arbitrage’ in the title). This wasWei Jiang,

andwe ended upwriting two papers together, one on limits to arbitrage. At the time, she couldn’t have calculated that

there’d be any instrumental benefit to such a conversation. But, at the risk of repeatingmyself yet again, actions taken

for intrinsic reasonsmight end up benefiting us unexpectedly.

6 IMPACT

The first deal I did at Morgan Stanley was selling the consumer finance division of Abbey National, a U.K. bank, to GE

Capital. The sense of accomplishment was fantastic. The next day, the transaction hit the front page of the Financial

Times. It praised Abbey National for obtaining a good price and, more broadly, giving credibility to its overall disposal

strategy.

15 I once saw a discussant point out a serious flaw in the empirical methodology of a junior author’s paper at the NBER, where some think there are extra

brownie points from being harsh. But rather than doing so, the discussant said ‘I’m sure you only did this because a referee asked you to do so. If the referee

is in the audience, shame on you.’ As a result, the comment ended up being focused on the appropriateness of themethodology, rather than a personal attack

on the author’s competence.

16 In addition, everyone has the right to defend themselves, but the hierarchies in our professionmeanwe’re expected to bow down to criticism from seniors.

I once saw a discussion that bordered on bullying from a chaired professor at a top school. The author responded by acknowledging that many of his points

were fully justified, and said ‘my bad, that’s onme’. But she bravely pushed back on some other points – she’dworked on the paper for years and knew the data

much more deeply. Standing up to bullies isn’t defensive, but disseminates knowledge by clarifying to the audience what they can and can’t take away from

your paper.
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But thenext day, theFinancial Timeshadcompletely different headlines. I realized I’d spent7monthsofmy lifework-

ing on a single company’s problems at a single point in time.Of course, the long-term consequences of that transaction

would be far beyond a single day, but the transaction still only affected two companies, Abbey and GE.

Even in investment banking, I got exposure to the research done by Morgan Stanley’s economists. I read a note

on the implications of greater female labour force participation for economic growth, and thought how engaging it

would be to have a job studying companies or economies as a whole, not just one client. And when I got to MIT, and

started reading academic research, I realized that not only was the perspective broader than a single company, but

also timeless. It wasn’t about forecasting economic growth for that year but uncovering relationships that might hold

in general – not only at the time the researchers wrote their paper but also in the future.

We’re lucky to work in a profession with incredible impact. Our research can be read by thousands of people, and

we teach hundreds of students each year who then practice it and pass it onto their colleagues. The knowledge we

create and disseminate affects how citizens save and invest for the future, how managers run companies, and how

policymakers set regulations. Our research and teaching really matter.

But I need to rephrase that last sentence. Our research and teaching ‘have the potential’ to really matter. At the

moment, they don’t, due to what our profession rewards and values. Two aspects are particularly underweighted:

teaching and engagement.

6.1 Teaching

Teaching has very little effect on professional success, as long as it doesn’t fall below a rather low bar. When I joined

Wharton, there was a half-day orientation for new assistant professors. I asked the Deputy Dean how much weight

is put on teaching in tenure decisions. He replied ‘Zero’. If I was initially surprised, I was shocked a few moments later

when he clarified ‘Zero or negative’. He explained that, if you did too well in teaching, faculty would assume you’re not

serious about research – as if one is inevitably at the expense of each other.

This is sad. Our salaries are primarily paid by current students through their tuition fees and alumni via their dona-

tions. Yet our evaluation system ignores our impact on our students. It would be crazy for a professional services firm

to put zeroweight onwhat clients think of a consultantwhenmaking promotion decisions. The Journal of Finance is the

most-cited finance journal, with a 2-year impact factor of 7.5. If we get a paper into our profession’s most elite outlet,

on average it will be cited by four other papers published each year. Yet how many students do we teach each year?

200, 300,maybemore?This isn’t to say that research isn’t important, and I recognize I’m comparing apples andoranges

because one student isn’t equivalent to one citation – but it’s to say that teaching is very important. Our profession is

about the creation and dissemination of knowledge, yet we pay no attention to how we disseminate information to a

key stakeholder group. Just as path dependency exists for us, it also exists for our students17 – a littlemore investment

in the classroom can help them get a great job, which then sets them on a quite different trajectory.

Moreover, there are significant synergiesbetween teachingand research.Addingnewmaterial to courses can spark

research ideas that take many years to publish (potentially after a tenure decision) given the time-to-build; many pio-

neers in FinTech started teaching it before writing papers. Condensing complex ideas into simple language for stu-

dents forces you to understand them deeply. Such a skill is transferable to writing papers and giving seminars that are

of interest to a general academic audience rather than just those in your niche.

The problem is serious. It can’t be solved by simply increasing the weight we put on teaching ratings for tenure or

hiring.Most schools’ teaching ratings don’t actuallymeasure teaching, but customer satisfaction. Scores of ‘the quality

of the professor’ gauge popularity and entertainment; ‘how did the course meet its stated objectives?’ or ‘how clearly

did the faculty explain the course concepts?’ reward easy courses with non-ambitious objectives and easy-to-explain

material, and ‘how respectfully did the professor treat students?’ penalizes instructors who tell students they’ve given

17 SeeOyer (2008) for evidence on this point for investment bankers.
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awronganswer, or hold themtoaccount for consistent latenessor smartphoneusage. In contrast, there are fewratings

or awards that capture howmuchwe challenge and stretch students.18

The problem has becomemarkedly worse over my 15 years in the profession. Business schools, which should focus

on education and view students as the product,19 are becoming business schools, focused on customer service and

viewing students as the client. One reason might be schools’ growing concern with MBA program rankings, which

are significantly influenced by student satisfaction. A second could be the increasing staff-to-faculty ratio,20 which in

turn raises administrators’ influence on evaluation processes. Staff may have different objectives than faculty, such as

maximizing response rates for course evaluations rather than their accuracy. As a result, some schools ask students to

fill in evaluations at the end of the final class. Given recency bias, there are a huge number of ways to game the system

– make the final class particularly entertaining, or turn it into a revision lecture and say ‘this will be on the exam’ so

students think the course was useful (of course, defining ‘usefulness’ in relation to the exam rather than real life). At

other schools, the ratings are after the final exam, punishing instructors who give a challenging exam.

A strategic professor shouldn’t want to change the system, particularly since it’s easy to game. But a purposeful

professor will be deeply concerned with the system. Our profession has developed many optimal contracting mod-

els where agent actions have long-lasting effects. None of those theories predict rewarding only the most short-term

measure of performance available – an evaluation immediately at the end of the final class. Alternative, or at least

complementary, approaches might involve students evaluating core professors at the end of their degree (to gauge

whether the core class helped with electives), or all courses several years after graduation to assess whether they

had long-lasting impact. The criteria themselves could be supplemented – ratings of the academic research content

of an elective will encourage dissemination of our profession’s primary output. However, no matter how much we

improve the evaluation questions, quantitative scores will remain an incomplete measure. Just as how our evalua-

tion of research should go beyond paper and cite counting to reading papers, those assessing teaching should read

students’ qualitative comments rather than just the scores.

6.2 Engagement

Students aren’t the only constituency we share knowledge with. But our coverage in the media, our impact on policy

and practice, writing practitioner summaries of our papers, responding to SEC consultations, or contributing to public

debates on the most important finance issues of the day similarly has almost no effect on professional success. This is

crazy – not only does doing so directly influence the specific topicwe’re contributing to, but also elevates the impact of

our professionmore generally. In fact, such activities can reduce our academic standing if others think that, if research

can be covered by a newspaper it can’t be highbrow, just as an indie musician might turn his nose up at an artist who’s

gonemainstream.

Writing textbooks might be met with mild nods of approval, particularly if they’re for PhD students. But anything

for a general audience is sometimes seen as selling out, even though the economics of writing books are unattractive

(unless youwrite something fluffy to be sold in airport bookstores). Yet tradebooks are an excellentwayof disseminat-

ing academic research to the public. In other business fields, such as organizational behavior and strategy, books are

highly respected and seen as a natural next step after becoming an expert in a field. But for finance, the sign that you’re

an authority is that you write a survey paper for a Handbook or the Journal of Economic Literature. We see the pinnacle

of dissemination as writing solely for other academics; other fields view it as influencing the practice of business.

18 One exception is the ‘Tough, but we’ll thank you in five years’ award atWharton.

19 Theword ‘product’ is notmeant to dehumanize students. Instead, it is to highlight how one of a school’s primary responsibilities is for students to graduate

withmuchmore human capital (broadly defined) than they started.

20 This in turnmay have a range of causes, such as rising concerns for student satisfaction or increasing compliance requirements.
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Similarly, the relevance of the topics we’re writing academic papers about has little or negative effect on success.

One of my former senior colleagues told me that a ‘proper’ theorist shouldn’t do empirical work as he should be pure,

and that citations and media coverage are a negative measure because pure theory should be unintelligible to the

unwashed proletariat.

6.3 Expanding the information set

With all these things, I’m again not recommending a complete 180. Rigorous researchmust be front and centre ofwhat

we teach our students, what we communicate to themedia, and what we advise practitioners. There’s a high personal

payoff to telling practitionerswhat theywant to hear even if not basedonevidence, as theymight invite you to keynote

at conferences and give you lucrative consulting projects; to exaggerating your findings to the media, as they’re more

likely to share it; or to writing a one-sided book that quotes research selectively as it’s more likely to be a bestseller.

And I fully understand the importance of basic research that doesn’t have any immediate applications – this is the

research that can only get done in academia. Thus, reasonable people can disagree on whether the optimal weight we

put on teaching and external impact is 10%, 20%, or something else. But I’m pretty sure it isn’t zero.

The weighting scheme matters beyond tenure. When candidates are up for election to director of a professional

association, their biography (sent out with the slate of candidates and the basis on which association members are

expected to vote) focuses on their research contributions. Who we choose as our association representatives bears

little relation to their teaching or engagement, suggesting we ourselves don’t care about them. This is surprising since

the actual duties of a director don’t involve conducting or even evaluating research but producing public goods –which

is arguably more correlated with teaching and external impact.

Those in senior positions, who evaluate junior colleagues and decide on tenure, have the power to change the sys-

tem.Dowe reallywant to be in a profession that put negligibleweight on howweeducate our students, howwe inform

practitioners, and how we contribute to the most pressing debates of our time? This is our profession, and we can

decidewhatwe value. Can those on the boards of our professional associations (includingme) domore to improve our

profession’s external impact, rather than focusing exclusively on internal issues such as our conferences and journals,

important as they are?

And those not yet tenured have the power to choose howmuch timewe spend on teaching and engagement, even if

our seniors put negligibleweight on them. Ifweviewour purpose as the creation anddisseminationof knowledge, then

these things really, really matter, regardless of whether they’re extrinsically rewarded. We put effort into teaching

because it’s a privilege every year to meet hundreds of smart young people who will run companies, start businesses,

and allocate capital.We speak to themedia becausewewant topical issues such as executive pay, dividends, and share

buybacks to be portrayed fairly to the public rather than being subjected to one-sided bashing. We engage with poli-

cymakers because we care about the laws they pass and wish them to be based on evidence. None of these things are

valued by the profession, nor are they financially compensated, but theymay be some of themost rewarding activities

we undertake. And, centring our worth in part on teaching and engagement rather than exclusively on publication or

tenure reduces the anxiety resulting from the latter’s significant dependence on luck.

My fourth year review at Wharton was very negative. I had nine so-called A publications, but was told that my

probability of tenure was so low that it was pointless even coming up; instead, I should focus on looking for another

job. An hour later, an MBA student walked into my office because he had some finance questions. He saw I was upset

and I told him what happened. He started consoling me and, mid-sentence, remarked offhand ‘wow, look at all your

teaching awards’, nodding tomy shelf. I lamented that they’re all irrelevant because Iwas going to be fired.He rebutted

that each award represents 200 students, so the awards collectively corresponded to over 1000 students who I’d had

an impact on.

The next day, I was teaching at the Faculty Showcase duringWhartonWelcomeWeekend. This is where hundreds

of MBA admits check us out to decide whether to accept Wharton or another school. Even though I clearly wasn’t
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going to be unprofessional, I feared I wouldn’t be able to give my class wholeheartedly. How could I with full sincerity

pump up a school that was treating me so badly? Of course, given my behavioral biases, I believed the negative signal

I’d receivedwas completely unjustified; I ignored the fact that tenure is a lifetime contract and a very high bar ‘should’

be imposed. In my eyes, I was right and the collective opinion of over 20 senior faculty was wrong.

But I remembered I wasn’t amember somuch ofmy institution, but the profession – a professionwhose purpose is,

in part, to educate, challenge, and inspireMBAstudents. And, even as far asmyown school, I realizedwhat a privilege it

was to represent it at this event. I tried to deludemyself that I could getmy ownback by not putting heart and soul into

the class, and then some admits would go to other schools, but I’d have only been hurting myself. I recalled something

my advisor Xavier Gabaix said when I told him I was leaving MIT for Lehman, giving a trivial slight I’d received at MIT

as one of the justifications. He told me ‘never make any decision out of spite’ – something that had applied to many

situations since, and now applied to my present one. I had little power to affect my tenure decision, but I did have the

power to live unoffended.

I delivered that lecturewith the same passion and enthusiasm as I’d done every year. And it was I who benefited the

most, not my employer or even the admits. The black cloud cleared from my head as the lecture reminded me why I

chose this profession in the first place.

7 CONCLUSION

This is a fantastic profession tobepart of.Wehave the freedomto researchbold, important questionswe’repassionate

about – butwe’re sometimes afraid to leverage that freedomaswe feel pressured towork onwhat’s currently popular

or where our expertise lies. We have tremendous power to be citizens to this profession, and our loyalty is indeed to

the profession, not our institution – but some things we do aremotivated by rivalry. The school wework atmay not be

that relevant – yet we judge members of our profession by it, contributing to our own stress when on the job market

or coming up for tenure. We have the potential to make profound contributions to wider society – but the way we

evaluate each other ignores such impact.

We have the power to change that. This article has proposed a number of suggestions for how the profession can

be improved, which I’ll summarize here.

Decision-makers (e.g. tenure committees and hiring committees)

∙ Be less risk-averse in hiring decisions; hire those with the potential to create knowledge, not just publish papers.

∙ Place less weight on quantitativemeasures and treat journal publications as less binary. Placemoreweight on qual-

itative measures, such as innovation, independence, impact, and importance. However, recognize that the optimal

assessment involves a balance of hard and soft information, to avoid decisions being based predominantly on crony-

ism or taste.

∙ Evaluate the dissemination of knowledge, through both teaching and engagement. Ensure that teaching assess-

ments reward education, rather than entertainment or popularity.

∙ Consider ‘blind’ recruiting processes where faculty read papers that omit the author’s name and institution, and

only see the CV and reference letters after submitting their comments on the paper.

Conferences and professional bodies

∙ Consider removing institutions from conference name tags, and replace themwith research interests or nothing at

all. Consider removing institutions from conference programs.

∙ Exploreways to improve the creation and dissemination of knowledge, such as hubs, forums, ormailing lists around

a research area, or coordinating the profession’s response to a policy consultation.
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Members of the profession

∙ Bebold in your choice of research topic. Pursue thequestions you’re passionate about and viewas important, rather

than feeling pressure to work on a currently popular area.

∙ Recognize the significant amount of luck in this profession. Focus on inputs (what you choose to work on) rather

than outputs (publications); celebrate what you can control (paper submissions) rather than what you can’t (paper

acceptances).

∙ See yourselves as members of a profession, rather than an institution. While the ‘rank’ of your school makes some

difference, the effect is much less than commonly thought. A disappointing job market or tenure outcome has lim-

ited impact on your ability to create and disseminate knowledge.

∙ View colleagues in the profession as partners in the creation and dissemination of knowledge. Provide feedback on

others’ papers and share others’ research, both to other academics and to the real world. Stand up for the value of

academic research (over and above practitioner studies) for real-world questions.

∙ Viewdissemination of research to be an integral part of the purpose of a professor, through teaching or engagement

with practitioners, media, or policymakers.

∙ Be comfortable with the fact that a purpose-driven approach to the profession may not maximize short-term suc-

cess. However, it may lead tomore success in the long term, as well as greater life fulfilment.

∙ Never forget what caused you to join this profession to begin with – the freedom to work on what you want, with

whom you want, and when you want; the ability to discuss the latest research discoveries with world experts at

conferences or seminars; the privilege of meeting hundreds of smart young students each year and teaching them

skills they’ll use to manage companies or allocate capital; and the power to influence public opinion on the leading

issues of the day. Keep this at the forefront of your mind through uncertainty or disappointment.

My ideas formaking the professionmore purposeful are only themusings of one person.Othersmay have quite dif-

ferent ideas. I hope this essay will not necessarily advancemy suggestions, but encourage a discussionmore generally

about how our profession can becomemore impactful, relevant, collegial, and fun.
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